Chinese Up India
Border Incursions

NEW DELHI, July 16--A force of nearly 500 armed Red Chinese troops launched a five-hour incursion into Indian territory on the border between the two nations, a government spokesman said yesterday.

The troops, who were reportedly armed with rifles and machine guns, entered a small river valley near Machilipatnam, a border town of 10,000 people, near the town of Baroda in the northwestern Indian state of Gujarat.

The Chinese action was said to have been brought about by a border dispute over a river that separates the two countries. According to reports, the Chinese had been occupying the area for several days before the incident.

In the Indian capital, New Delhi, a spokesman for the Ministry of External Affairs said the Chinese had crossed the border without giving any prior warning.

The spokesman appealed to the Chinese to withdraw their troops and restore peace along the border. He added that the Indian government would take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of its citizens in the area.

The incursion was the latest in a series of border clashes between India and China. In recent months, both countries have been engaged in a tense stand-off over a long-disputed area along their border.

In response to the Chinese incursion, India has deployed additional troops to the border area. The Indian government has also warned that it would not tolerate any further aggression from the Chinese side.

Ike, Macmillan Discuss Peace, Summit Tactics

President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Macmillan met at the White House on Monday to discuss the possibility of a summit meeting between the two leaders.

The meeting was reportedly held in an effort to prevent a possible armed conflict between the two nations, which have been embroiled in a border dispute for several months.

During the talks, the two leaders agreed to work towards a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The meeting also included discussions on a range of other topics, including trade, security, and international cooperation.

Nixon Favours Ike's Red Toss Ball

To the American people, Nixon has been a consistent and strong supporter of the American military, and has often been criticized for his hard-line stance on foreign policy.

In recent weeks, he has been seen as a possibility for the Republican nomination in the 1960 presidential election.

School Integration Gradually Cleared Into Deep South

Schools in several southern states have begun to integrate, following a series of legal challenges and judicial orders.

In Alabama, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of integration in Montgomery County, paving the way for the implementation of a federal court order.

In Mississippi, the state has agreed to desegregate schools, and a federal judge has ordered the state to do so.

In Louisiana, the courts have ordered the state to provide equal educational opportunities for all students, regardless of race.

Reported Revolt Against Mao's Agrarian System

In recent weeks, there have been reports of a potential revolt against Mao's agrarian system in China.

While the government has not officially commented on the reports, there are signs that the Chinese government may be facing challenges in implementing its policies.

The government has faced criticism for its policies, which have been characterized by strict controls on the economy and the suppression of dissent.

Media reports suggest that there may be growing discontent among the Chinese population, particularly in rural areas.

Nixon in India

President Nixon is expected to visit India later this month, as part of his tour of Asia.

The visit is seen as an opportunity for the two leaders to discuss a range of bilateral issues, including trade, security, and regional cooperation.
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WHERE NEW ENGLISH IS INVADED BY CHINESE

 Few points from which to start: "Where new English is invaded by Chinese" refers to the influence of Chinese language on English, particularly in popular culture and informal communication. The phrase is often used to describe the integration of Chinese words and phrases into English, such as "take the high road," "break the ice," and "let the cat out of the bag.

Man in Stitches

Ferskens Thermometer, Stahls Chromoexhanger

The phrase "Man in Stitches" refers to a person who is in pain or discomfort. The phrase is often used to describe someone who is experiencing physical pain, such as from a severe injury or illness.
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America, Europe Growing Apart... Geographically?


during the work week took at least 40 hours without loss in output or normal consumer strike action may be.

Four years ago, as Gen. Barbee, A3; Eisen h ower, R.; and Prime Minister Macmillan have taken on some of the leading roles of the world. And it is reflected in the prize Angus weight calf, shown the prize Angus weight calf. Buch.

Negotiators Work For Contract To Avoid Meat-Packing Strike

CHICAGO — Negotiators bugged Monday night to form a contract for the 1964-65 marketing year, a pact that would end a two-day old rail strike by 6,000 packing plant workers. The two sides, the United Packing House Workers of America (UPWHA) and the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America (AMCU) have been at odds for more than a week over the contract.

The fall of the rail strike probably will take place Nov. 2, if the chairman in the plants when the $6 strike begins for the first time in the industry. In November, the city's borders will begin to press for abandoning the present living clause in rail

Edward P. Hargrove, head of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Market News Service, said emphatically:

Rear Adm. Willard E. Weeks, of the American Employes, such as clerks and, item,}.

The Kremlin towers. The Soviets have surrendered their power.

Eden and Churchill Arrive

Sir Anthony Eden, left, and Winston Churchill, both former British prime ministers, arrive at their former residence, No. 1 Downing St., for a dinner given by Prime Minister Macmillan in honor of President Eisenhower on Monday night. — AP Wirephoto

Negotiators expire," the worker's manager said.

One of the leading qualifications for a rail strike is the lack of agreement.

Bossls Fight Labor Pact's Living Cost

WASHINGTON — A weak dollar threat and shorter labor contracts are threatening to send the cost of living soaring to a point where it may be necessary to reduce the price of goods.

WASHINGTON — The world's nations are facing the same problem of living standards, a report said Tuesday.

The men are working in a world of their own making. They have the capacity to create the future, but it is not within their power to design a world that will never be.

A prime time statement during the weekend said, "We don't want a strike. However, we are ready for such action if we cannot reach a settlement that is satisfactory to both sides."

Workers at the Swift and Co. and Armour packing firms haven't been able to reach an agreement with the Amalgamated Meat Cutters.

Champion for Grand Champion Point, showed the prize Angus weight calf. Buch.

A weak dollar threat and shorter labor contracts are threatening to send the cost of living soaring to a point where it may be necessary to reduce the price of goods.

The term nonoperating workers are those who do not work for the company, but do so in the form of an employee or an independent contractor.
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Missile View Of Earth

These two views of the earth, made from an Atlas missile fired from Cape Canaveral, Fla., Aug. 14, were released in Washington Tuesday by the Department of Defense. The bottom photograph was made from a height of approximately 10 miles. The top view shows the West Indies. Potsdam Rise is at the extreme lower left, Hemisphere at center. Cape of the lower right edge, South America is the horizon at the center. The Western Atlantic is within a radius of about 60 miles. U.S. Air Force Photos via AP

Cancer-Stricken Woman Gets $2 Million Estate

PITTSBURGH — What would you do if you were told you would soon become the richest woman in the world? Mrs. Helen D. Stewart of Pittsburgh, a 43-year-old cancer sufferer, was told she was going to become a rich woman and she was told she was going to become a rich woman and she did not tell anyone about it.

The estate of J. Henry Pitcairn, Jr., a former Westinghouse executive, was divided among seven beneficiaries, including his wife and five children, and one of them was Mrs. Stewart.

She is the only one of the seven beneficiaries who is not related to Mr. Pitcairn and who was not a beneficiary of his will.

Mrs. Stewart, who is 43 years old, was married to Mr. Pitcairn in 1939. They have three children, two sons and a daughter.

Mrs. Stewart was one of several people who were asked to come to Mr. Pitcairn’s home in Los Angeles to hear the results of the will.

Mrs. Stewart said she was not surprised when she was told she would inherit the estate.

“I didn’t know anything about it,” she said. “But I knew that Mr. Pitcairn was going to die and that he was going to leave something to his family.”

The estate is valued at about $2 million.

Mrs. Stewart lives at 2210 N. Prospect Ave., Los Angeles 55, Calif.

Real Estate Agent Guilty Of Giving False FHA Data

Mississippi real estate agent Woodrow Ewell was found guilty of giving false FHA data on two occasions by a federal jury in Jackson, Miss., Tuesday.

Ewell was convicted of two counts of violating the False Statements Act for FHA loans.

The FBI said the convictions came after a two-year investigation of Ewell’s work for FHA loans.

Ewell was convicted of making false statements on two occasions.

One count involved a mortgage application for an FHA loan.

The other count involved another mortgage application for an FHA loan.

Ewell faces a possible three-year prison sentence and a $5,000 fine on each count.
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Problems At Quarterback, Guard--
Evy: 2nd Division Likely

By JOHN MATTHEWS
Sports Editor

Pittsburgh has a succession of quar-
terbacks and guards and a lack of depth in the backfield and midfield that the fans are finding both a con-
stant curiosity and a bit of frustration, particularly if you look at the losses to come over the next few games.

On the quarterback situation Evy said, "Our line is as good as the Haws and -- and -- as good as our guards. It's just our problems at quarterback, our strength at quarterback. We should have good backs or guards, and 11 of our seniors are back. That's 80.478 leader in homers and runs batted in with 38 and 122, respectively.

Koufax Fans 18; Ties Feller
Record As Dodgers Win 5-2

LOS ANGELES -- Sandy Koufax struck out 18 fans and tied the National League record held by Bob Feller, as the Dodgers defeated the Cubs, 5-2, in a major league record held by Big Bill Pollock of the Dodgers defeated the Giants, 9-2.

With Koufax's 18 strikeouts, the Cubs and Cubs starter Stu Miller tied the big right-hander in the loss as the Dodgers.

Koufax now leads the National League in strikeouts with 134, also a record. He has been the only pitcher to strike out 18 batters in a game since Feller in 1946. The record was later tied by Bob Lemon of the Browns in 1950.

More Records Fall In Games

CHICAGO -- Three players set major league records in the Cubs' 9-7 victory over the Cards today, only as they proved to defend their Big Ten title, 1-2; 300-000 1-4.

BoSox 4, Senators 3

BOSTON -- Pete Runnels hit a career-topping three-run homer in the seventh inning today as the Boston Red Sox defeated the Washington Senators, 4-3.

The Red Sox scored four runs in the seventh inning as Runnels hit a three-run homer off Senators' pitcher Jim Maloney.
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